VQS (Vapor-Quasiliquid-Solid, Vapor-Quasisolid-Solid) Mechanism for Realizing Narrow Distributions of Chirality and Diameters of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNTs).
Diameter-selective and chiral-selective single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), all on a single wafer, have vast technological promise. An investigation has been carried out to study the role of the physicochemical state of the nanoparticle surface, and of the growth parameters and growth mechanism, on the relatively-low-temperature control of SWCNT diameter and chirality. For this, amorphicity, porosity, coarsening, high energy states, etc. resulting from controlled surface disturbance, disorder and/or restructuring of nanoparticle have been considered. Possible relationship between growth rate, chiral angle, diameter, and monodispersity of SWCNTs has been explored. The influence of the nanoparticle's peripheral hill on the diameter selectivity has been examined. Surface segregation and formation of shell have been described. The impact of charge redistribution, creation of contour of charges, and dipole moment in shell in creating chiral-selective SWCNTs has been discussed. The diffusion of the carbon species through the nanopores of the shell via Knudsen dynamics has been elucidated. The role of growth parameters in the growth process has been studied. The fundamental understanding of chiral selectivity and diameter selectivity of SWCNTs has been tried. Possible strategies for realizing narrow diameter and chirality distributions have been presented. The optimized chemical state of nanoparticle surface and the degree of ease and spontaneity, with which SWCNTs are grown on this surface, have been found to govern the chiral-selectivity, diameter-selectivity and high growth rates of SWCNTs. Good agreements of the calculated results with available experiments attest to the validity of the present study.